Nopoku Launches African Inspired Online Store in North America
Nopoku's online store conveniently provides access to distinctive, exciting and diverse
clothing and accessories with a few clicks.
November 9, 2017 (FPRC) -- Nopoku® today introduced its e-commerce clothing store, the easiest
way to shop online for African inspired clothing and accessories. Nopoku's online store provides
access to distinctive, exciting and diverse clothing and accessories with a few clicks.
The online store also offers a wide selection of products (women’s clothing, men’s shirts, statement
necklaces, bags, bracelets and footwear) from emerging African designers and fashion brands. "We
are excited at the opportunity to offer exotic accessories to a wider clientele through Nopoku," said
Geraldine Brace, KisuaG's Founder and Creative Director.
With its’ focus on customer satisfaction and variety, Nopoku is a great destination for consumers
seeking exceptional and exciting African inspired clothing. Find the perfect piece of jewelry,
accessories and clothes that will add an enthralling touch to any wardrobe.
Just in time for the holiday shopping season, gift wrap is also available upon request.
For more information, contact admin@nopoku.com
Web: http://www.nopoku.com
About Nopoku
At Nopoku, the belief that authentic African print women's clothing, men's clothing, children's
clothing and accessories should be affordable and accessible to anyone wishing to dabble in the
effects of vibrant color serves as a guide. Throughout the production process, utmost care is taken
to ensure that final products are nothing less than perfect! The quality of African print fabrics and
materials used during the production process further buttresses this belief.
Finally, Nopoku is a socially conscious organization and provides an avenue through which foreign
exchange is earned by its partners in Africa.
Contact Information
For more information contact Sherita Brace of Nopoku (http://www.nopoku.com/)
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